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QUESTION: 123 

What are three attributes of the SIP protocol? (Choose three.) 

A. provides a secure communication path
B. offers an alternative to Q.931
C. sessions are initiated by end devices
D. sends requests to network gateways
E. assigns text-based device addresses
F. works in conjunction with H.245

Answer: C, D, E 

Explanation: 
SIP attributes are below: Based on the logic of the world wide web Widely used with 
gateways and proxy server within service provider network. Peer-to-peer protocol where 
end devices initiate sessions ASCII test-based for easy implementation and debugging. 

QUESTION: 124 
Basic phone support, fee-based add-on support, and VAR tech-to-tech assistance are 
components of which support option? 

A. Cisco Small Business products support
B. Cisco Smart Foundation Service
C. CiscoSMARTnet Service
D. Smart Care Service

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 125 
What is the primary purpose of SMB Smart Designs? Select exactly 1 answer(s) from 
the following: 

A. provides a step-by-step outline of implementation tasks required
B. assists in locating appropriate resources
C. provides a direct support path for any partner issue
D. provides training on products, tools, and solutions
E. provides validated commercial solutions
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Answer: E 

Explanation: 
Cisco SNF smart design enables customers to: Take advantage of the technical 
solutions, financing, support services, and business consulting of cisco and its partners. 
Harness the value of their integrated secure network to achieve increased productivity, 
customer responsiveness, operational efficiency, and profitability 

QUESTION: 126 
In the Main Office Hybrid topology with high availability, what statement is true of 
firewall failover? 

A. One ASA chassis provides two redundant connections to the Internet.
B. Two ASAs provide failover over a dedicated connection.
C. An ASA and an ISR provide failover to one another.
D. HSRP is used for failover between two firewall devices.

Answer: B 

Explanation: 
Two ASAs provide failover a dedicated connection in the main office hybrid topology 
with high availability. See the fig below. 

QUESTION: 127 
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Refer to the exhibit. From this Cisco SDM Security Audit Wizard screen, what should 
you do to secure the router?
 
Exhibit: 


A. Click Fix All, then clear CDP check box,thenNext, then manually disable CDP on
the WAN interface, then immediately reboot the router.
B. Click Next.
C. Click Fix All, then clear CDP check box, then Next.
D. Click Fix All, then clear CDP check box,thenNext, then immediately reboot the
router.
E. Click Fix All, then Next.
F. Click Fix All, then clear CDP check box, thenNext, then manually disable CDP on
the WAN interface.

Answer: F 

QUESTION: 128 
The Cisco UC500 component of the Smart Business Communication System provides 
which three functions? Select exactly 3 answer(s) from the following: 

A. Internet server hosting
B. VPN and encryption
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C. Call Manager Enterprise Edition
D. Auto Attendant
E. Cisco Unity voice mail
F. Layer 2 switching

Answer: B, D, F 

Explanation: 
UC 500 functions are below. Call processing-Cisco unified communication manager 
express Voicemail-Cisco unity express voicemail Full portfolio of cisco unified IP 
phones to meet small and medium business needs Solutions with switching, VPN, 
encryption data routing and optional wireless LAN Full featured VoIP capability using 
h.323 and SIP protocols. System level configuration and management solutions for day
0,1 and 2 Auto attendant
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